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Nonverbal Semiotics of the Kineme “Spitting” in English Superstitious Discourse 
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Abstract: The article deals with the kineme SPITTING as a part of English superstitious discourse. The author
makes an attempt to trace the specific character of the nonverbal communicative units, connected with it,
through the linguistic cultural peculiarities of English superstitious beliefs. With this purpose the semiotic
status of English nonverbal sign SPITTING was analysed through the opposition “pragmatic meaning –
symbolic meaning”. The selected lexicographical material provided an opportunity to determine the main
meanings, denoted by the kineme SPITTING in terms of English superstitious discourse through the groups
“spitting to avert evil” and “spitting for luck”, considered in the article. 
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INTRODUCTION emblematic gesture corresponds to a definite verbal

Nonverbal communication is an important  part of Nevertheless, it is quite obvious, that emblematic gestures
the  intercourse  of  different  nations  and reflects not are not just simple word substitutes, but independent
only emotional states and knowledge-based volitional meaningful messages. In the opinion of M. Koneya,
processes of individuals, but, frequently, a specific emblems are a part of the verbal communication system,
character of the national culture as a whole. Nonverbal because they are actually words that have precise
means of communication, being a part of any culture and dictionary meaning [5]. We cannot fail to agree with the
having their own meaning and specific context of usage, idea of M. Kinsbourne, that “the emblems are held to be
“not only support different public and private rituals; they socially constructed and differ extensively between
are an integral and essential component of people’s cultures” [6:205]. 
everyday life” [1:57]. As Peter Andersen mentions, In English linguistic culture there is a wide range of
“nonverbal communication occurs beside language as a superstitions and beliefs, based on communicatively
vital part of communication process” [2:4]. significant gestures, movements of expressions, poses

The study of nonverbal signs, especially from the and glances, that have become an integral part of a
viewpoint of their comparison with linguistic signs, the signification process.
analysis  of  their hidden meanings and their functioning However, we are of the opinion that spitting can be
in  different  communicative  acts  have  repeatedly deemed as one of the most ambiguous elements of
become a subject matter of numerous scientific studies nonverbal behavior, because in most cultures it is
(G.E.  Craydlin  [1],  P.  Andersen  [2],  V.  Birkenbihl  [3], considered to be indecent and associated with such
P. Ekman [4], M. Koneya [5], M. Kinsbourne [6] and many emotions as dislike and disgust [4:172]. 
others). In the opinion of G.E. Craydlin, “nonverbal
communication is one of the most important spheres of Main Part: We got interested in the question: what are
signs and sign meanings functioning and it takes a the peculiarities and status of English nonverbal sign
significant place in the life of people and society” [1:6]. SPITTING? The answer to this question could be
Many gestures, due to their significance for one or obtained only by means of its analysis based on ethno-
another culture, lost their biological motivation long ago semiotic approach, by means of the status determination
and got a status of so-called emblems, the majority of through the opposition “pragmatic meaning – symbolic
which are culturally codified. In different cultures each meaning”. Based on the data of such sources as “A

interpretation, frequently, not the single one.
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Dictionary of Superstitions”(I. Opie, M. Tatem) [7], “A timesto the breast was described. The first record of magic
Dictionary of Omens and Superstitions” (P. Waring) [8], properties of the spitting in English culture appeared in
“Dictionary   of   Superstitions”   (D.   Pickering)    [9], the book by John Aubrey “Remains of Gentilisme and
“The Encyclopedia of Superstitions” (R. Webster) [10], Judaisme” only in 1686 [for it, see, for instance, 11:90]. 
“A  Pocket  Guide  to  Superstitions of the British Isles” Having passed through specific cultural localisation,
(S. Roud) [11] et al. we made a selection of English spitting becomes a mean of protection from evil spirits (to
superstitions with the element SPITTING, revealed the spit, so that they disappear), bewitchment (to spit at the
peculiarities of national-cultural behavioral individual cut nails and hair, in order a witch cannot use them) and
mindsets and determined a status of the nonverbal sign even the devil (to spit through the horns, so that it
SPITTING in English superstitious discourse. disappear).

In its direct meaning (beyond the superstitious In the second half of XIX century spitting obtains
discourse), the sign SPITTING, undoubtedly, can be some protective-prescriptive meaning – to spit in order
identical to the signified concept and express physical not to suffer in future: three times over the left arm for the
disgust. But it can only be similar to it, especially when bad dream not to come true; to spit at the child to keep off
the spitting is imitated, together with the exclamation the evil eye or infection, especially when passing by the
“pooh-pooh”.  This sign becomes absolutely house of the sick; to spit into a sea-shell or seaweed
conventional at full replacement of the action with the before putting out to sea to neutralize bad wishes etc. 
words “pooh-pooh”. However, by the end of XX century it is possible to

Regarding spitting as an element of English note the process of narrowing of the meaning paradigm of
superstitious discourse, it can be characterized by partial this kineme up to “spit, in  order  to  avoid  troubles”
biological relevance that presupposes first-order (Table 1). 
signification  through  the  literal  meaning  of  the sign.
For instance, it is possible to distinguish obvious Spitting for Luck: This group includes superstitions in
equivalence to physical disgust in the meaning of spitting which a nonverbal sign SPITTING stands for the signified
behind the man’s back, whom you might wish bad luck: concept “luck guarantor” (Table 2). 
“If you want to bring a person bad luck, you SPIT behind In English  linguistic  culture  such  signification of
his back [7:373Î]”. However, it is quite frequent that the  kineme  SPITTING  is  typical  of  the  representatives
spitting implies second-order signification and becomes of  different  social   and   professional    groups
either biologically irrelevant, or partially relevant to the (gamblers, sailors, miners, builders, farmers, etc.). For
forms of physical action, signified by it. instance, “nearly every sailor SPITS in his boat for luck

As we managed to find out, in terms of English and in the North Sea every fisherman spits into his trawl
superstitious discourse, the kineme SPITTING is or dredge before lowering it into the sea”[7:372]. However,
identified within two main meanings: “spitting to avert the object of “spitting for luck” in English superstitious
evil” and “spitting for luck”. Let us consider them in discourse is, frequently, represented by money or some
details. financial document (check, receipt to the money transfer,

Spitting to Avert Evil: For a wide range of English financial one. 
superstitions spitting implicates protection – to spit in T. Sharper Knowlson provides an example of spitting
order to prevent/deter evil/trouble/sickness. There are superstition among miners of Newcastle-upon-Tyne: “…
different explanations of the origin of the belief in the for the purpose of raising their wages, they are said to spit
“magic” power of spit. The majority of researchers upon a stone together, by way of cementing their
consider that for those, who preach Christ, the belief in confederacy” [13:180]. This superstitious tradition
the power of spit was spread through the New Testament regenerated into popular English expression “they spit
and the Confessions of Marcus (VII, 32; VIII, 22) and John upon the same stone”; which is used to characterize
(IX, 1-7) [for it, see, for instance, 12:18-19]. However, I. people, who have common political views or share the
Opie and M. Tatem managed to reveal some superstitions same point of view. 
with the meaning SPITTING TO AVER EVIL in the works There is a special subgroup with the meaning
of Theophrastus “The Characters”(B.C. 319) and SPITTING FOR LUCK that consists of a number of
Theocritus “Idylls” (B.C. 275) [7:373], where a popular superstitious  beliefs  about spitting into one’s own
way to avert evil eye and witchery by  spitting  three hands in  order to get courage and strength, as a  support

etc.): to spit on money is to have good luck, as well as the
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Table 1: The narrowing of the protective meaning of the kineme  SPITTING in English superstitious discourse 
SPITTING (to avert evil) Before the 19-th century In the 19-th century In the 20-th century Modern usage

-to repel contagion; -to keep off infection; -if you had a bad dream; To avert bad luck
-if you meet the Devil; -if you meat epileptic -if you heard a knock on the 
-to keep witches from using cut or a cross-eyed person; door and there is no-one
fingernails or hair trimmings; -to counteract the power
-to avert evil spirits of the ill-wisher;

-to protect a newborn baby 
from evil eye

Table 2: English superstitions with the signified concept SPITTING FOR LUCK 
Spitting for luck 

Spitting on some object Spitting into one’s hand
Spitting on money; To make the blow more heavy;
Spitting on a coin (before it goes into a pocket, when won in a bet); Before they attempt work needing great strength;
Spitting on a postal order, cheque, etc.; To recover from disease.
Spitting on a stone (colliers);
Spitting on marbles or buttons (whilst playing games);
Spitting on the boat for luck (sailors);
 Spitting into the trawl or dredge (fisherman).

in implementation of some difficult task or work. In earlier evil spirits and bewitchment up to the protective
superstitions, referring to 16-17  centuries, the kineme neutralization of unkind wishes of the others, finally,th

SPITTING (into one’s hand) is typical of the situations of narrowing its meaning paradigm up to “spit, in order to
an on-coming battle or fight – to spit into your own hand avoid troubles”. 
in order to become stronger and win. Later, the signified The group “spitting for luck” includes the
concept of this nonverbal sign lost its aggressive coloring superstitions with the kineme SPITTING acting as a “luck
and the kineme SPITTING (into one’s hand) got the guarantor”. The choice of the object of “spitting for luck”
meaning “good luck to the endeavours or work needing is often motivated by the social position or professional
great strength”. Referring to Pliny, T. Sharper Knowlson sphere of a superstitious individual. The most widespread
asserts  that   English  rule  of  SPITTING  FOR  LUCK are the subgroups “spitting on money” and “spitting into
(into one’s hand) traces back to the ritual traditions of one’s hand”. 
Roman warriors to spit into the hands before the attack
against the enemy “unless it was originally done for luck's REFERENCES
sake” [13:180]. 
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